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Numeracy planning resource 

Numeracy Year 3 

Measurement and Geometry 

NAPLAN Numeracy Year 3: Measurement and Geometry 
This document contains Year 3 Measurement and Geometry resources including items for: 

• Using units of measurement 
• Shape 
• Location and transformation 
• Geometric reasoning 
 

These items aim to develop and test Year 3 students’ proficiency with the content of these 
sub-strands. 

 

Please note that these resources do not encompass all that should be taught and learned for 
Measurement and Geometry in Year 3.  Not all of the content of the curriculum can be 
effectively assessed in a written test format. 
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Reading a calendar 
 
Background information/teaching focus 
The standard Australian method of measuring time is based on the idea that each moment 
has a particular unique time associated with it. When we are born we indicate this by stating 
the year, month and day and sometimes also the hour and minute of the day.  
In order to be able to specify time uniquely, we choose an arbitrary starting point and units 
that are used to mark off time from that starting point. The units we use for describing what 
time it is, was or will be, are related to the recurring or cyclical nature of physical phenomena 
that produce day and night, the waxing and waning of the moon and the seasons. Many 
social and cultural practices relate to these recurring physical phenomena. So, within 
particular communities, it is possible to guess what time of day, week or year it is from what 
people are doing. Conversely, it is also possible to say what people are likely to be doing 
from the time of day, week or year. Students should develop a sense of the recurring nature 
of phenomena that are familiar within their local and extended communities. 
Students should be able to order familiar events in their lives and use regularly occurring 
things as cues to the time of the day or year.  
 
The more opportunities students have to use calendars the more likely they are to make 
sense of their features.  Constructing and using calendars for real purposes can assist 
students to become familiar with their structure and to use them effectively.   
 
For further related information see, Australia 2005, First Steps in Mathematics: Measurement 
(book one):  

• Chapter 4: Direct measure 
o Key understanding 6: We can judge and measure time using both natural cyclical 

changes and special techniques which people have developed p. 150. 
 
Rigby Harcourt Education, Australia  
© Department of Education and Training Western Australia 2005 
 
Western Australian Curriculum 

• Year 1 – Describe duration using months, weeks, days and hours (ACMMG021). 
• Year 2 – Name and order months and seasons (ACMMG040).  
• Year 2 – Use a calendar to identify the date and determine the number of days in 

each month (ACMMG041). 
 
For more information visit the Western Australian Curriculum. 
 
Learning activities 
For further ideas for activities see First Steps in Mathematics: Measurement (book one): 

• Environmental factors p. 154 • Calendars p. 156 
 

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/3.0/au/
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Question 1 

 
 
Skill: Students use a calendar. 
Answer key: B 
 
Additional questions 

1. Fill in the missing days on the calendar. How many days are there in June? 
2. What will the date be on the fourth Sunday in June? How did you work it out? 
3. What was the date the Sunday before 1 June? 
4. On what day will the last day of June fall? What is the date? 
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Question 2 

 
 
Skill: Students read and use a calendar to plan an event. 
Answer key: E 
 
Additional questions 

1. What was the date on the Tuesday before 1 May? What did you need to know to work 
out the answer? 

2. Why are there five Wednesdays, Thursdays and Fridays in May but only four 
Sundays, Mondays, Tuesdays and Saturdays?  

3. Jan’s friend had her party exactly 3 weeks before Jan’s party. What was the date of 
her friend’s party? How did you work it out? How many days earlier is that? 

 
 
Question 3 
 
Here is a calendar for May from Jane’s old diary: 
 

   
Jane went to a movie every Friday, Peter went every Saturday.  
How many times did Peter go to a movie that month?  
 
 
Skill: Students interpret a calendar. 
Answer key: 4 
 
Additional questions 

1. What date is the first Sunday in May? 
2. How can you remember how many days are in each month? 
3. On this calendar, which day of the week will it be 1 June? 
4. Which day of the week is the day before 13 May? 
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Question 4 
 
             December 

 
My friends had a party on the second Monday in December last year. 
This was exactly 2 weeks after my birthday. 
 
On what date was I born?  
 
 
Skill: Students use a calendar to solve problems in familiar context. 
Answer key: 29 November 
 
Additional questions 

1. How can you remember how many days are in each month? 
2. What date was the party? How do you know? 
3. Can you make up some questions that can be solved on this calendar? What will you 

need to know to answer these questions? 
 
 
Curriculum reference 
Department of Education and Training Western Australia, 2005,  
First Steps in Mathematics: Measurement (book one): 

• Chapter 4: Direct measure – Key understanding 6: We can judge and measure time 
using both natural cyclical changes and special techniques and tools which people 
have developed. p.150  

 
 
 
 
 

http://ecm.det.wa.edu.au/connect/resolver/view/DETK102080/latest/FSM_Measurement_Bk1/FSM_Measurement%20Bk1_pre.pdf#page=1
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Student worksheet 
Reading a calendar 
Question 1  Question 3 

 

 Here is a calendar for May from Jane’s old diary: 

    
 
 
Jane went to a movie every Friday, Peter went every Saturday.  
How many times did Peter go to a movie that month?  
 
 

 
Question 2 

  
Question 4 

 

                                    December 

               
 
My friends had a party on the second Monday in December last year. 
This was exactly 2 weeks after my birthday. 
 
On what date was I born?  
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Finding a duration of time 
 
Background information/teaching focus 
During the primary years, students should develop the basic ideas and skills associated with 
measuring time, eg what time it is and elapsed time, eg how long it took. The standard 
Australian method of measuring time is based on the idea that each moment has a particular 
unique time associated with it. When we are born we indicate this by stating the year, month 
and day and sometimes also the hour and minute of the day.  
 
In order to be able to specify time uniquely, we choose an arbitrary starting point and units 
that are used to mark off time from that starting point. The units we use for describing what 
time it is, was or will be, are related to the recurring or cyclical nature of physical phenomena 
that produce day and night, the waxing and waning of the moon and the seasons. Many 
social and cultural practices relate to these recurring physical phenomena. So, within 
particular communities, it is possible to guess what time of day, week or year it is from what 
people are doing. Conversely, it is also possible to say what people are likely to be doing 
from the time of day, week or year. Students should develop a sense of the recurring nature 
of phenomena that are familiar within their local and extended communities. 
 
Students should be able to order familiar events in their lives and use regularly occurring 
things as cues to the time of the day or year. Students need to know that clocks are used to 
tell the time of the day and that the hands move or the digits change as time passes. They 
need to develop the skills to be able to read key times on both digital and analogue clocks. 
As well as understand and read calendars, timetables and schedules to calculate elapsed 
time and/or duration of time. 
 
For further related information see, Australia 2005, First Steps in Mathematics: Measurement 
(book one):  

• Chapter 4: Direct measure 
o Key understanding 6: We can judge and measure time using both natural cyclical 

changes and special techniques which people have developed  p. 150. 
 
Finding the duration of events can be challenging for students because time cannot be seen 
physically like other attributes such as area, capacity or length.  Students need to be fluent at 
reading and making sense of the time on analogue and digital clocks to be able to answer 
questions about elapsed time successfully.  
 
Western Australian Curriculum 

• Year 3 – Tell time to the minute and investigate the relationship between units of time 
(ACMMG062). 

• Year 4 – Use am and pm notation and solve simple time problems (ACMMG086).  
 
For more information visit the Western Australian Curriculum. 
 
Learning activities 
For further ideas for activity see First Steps in Mathematics: Measurement (book one): 

• Timing a run p. 153 
• How long to go p.153 

• How long it takes p. 154 

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/3.0/au/
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Question 1 

 
 
Skill: Students calculate times on an analogue clock.  
Answer key: B 
Note: Use daily opportunities for children to tell the time. Ask children to say what the same 
time would be on a digital clock and vice versa and show them the time on both.  
 
Additional questions 

1. Which hand on the clock shows the minutes? 
2. Which hand on the clock shows the hour?  
3. A half an hour has passed. How many minutes is that? 
4. How can you tell how much time has passed from nine-thirty till ten-thirty? 
5. What was the time one hour earlier? 
6. Write the clock times in the question (above) using numbers. 
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Question 2 

 
 
Skill: Students read key times on a digital clock. 
Answer key: A 
 
Additional questions 

1. Has the time passed 12 o’clock? 
2. What do the numbers on the clock mean? 
3. What is another way you could say this time? 
4. Show the time on an analogue clock. 

 
 
Question 3 

 
 
Skill: Students calculate elapsed time. 
Answer key: C 
 
Additional questions 

1. How did you work out the answer? 
2. How many minutes in a quarter of an hour?   
3. How long in minutes is the entire journey? 
4. Why do we put ‘pm’ after the time? 
5. What does ‘am’ mean?  
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Question 4 

 
 
Skill: Students calculate elapsed time. 
Answer key: B 
 
Additional questions 

1. How many minutes before 8 o’clock did Nick get on the bus?  
2. How many minutes after 8 o’clock did he get off the bus?  
3. What would the time be if Nick had stayed on the bus for an hour? 
4. Nick arrived at the bus stop 25 minutes before the bus arrived. 

What time did he arrive at the bus stop?  
 
 
Curriculum reference 
Department of Education and Training Western Australia, 2005, First Steps in Mathematics: 
Measurement (book one): 

• Chapter 4: Direct measure - Key understanding 6: We can judge and measure time using 
both natural cyclical changes and special techniques and tools which people have 
developed.  p.150 

 
 

http://ecm.det.wa.edu.au/connect/resolver/view/DETK102080/latest/FSM_Measurement_Bk1/FSM_Measurement%20Bk1_ch4.pdf#page=60
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Student worksheet 
Focus 
Finding a duration of time 
Question 1  Question 3 
 
 
 

 

 

 
 
Question 2 

  
Question 4 
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Judging and measuring capacity 
 
Background information/teaching focus 
We can make judgements about order and size without actually measuring. Being able to 
make judgements about order or size without measuring is helpful when actual measurement 
is difficult.   
 
We can improve our estimates by getting to know the size of common units and by practising 
judging the size of things. Practice helps us to become both better at estimating quantities 
and more confident in our judgement, so that we are prepared to trust it. Helpful practice 
involves: 

• making an estimate 
• getting feedback on how close the estimate was (often by measuring immediately) 
• consciously using the feedback to improve the next estimate and repeating the cycle. 
 

To estimate several things and then check the lot is less likely to improve students’ 
estimation skills. Sometimes students misunderstand the request to ‘estimate and then 
measure’ and develop the mistaken view that you should do both. They may then think that 
measuring is better than estimating and even that an estimate is wrong if it is not the same 
as the measurement. Students should come to understand that the reason we often measure 
after estimating at school is to get better at estimating, so that they will not have to do both 
(estimate and then measure) in the future. 
 
Standard units help us to interpret, communicate and calculate measurements. Calibrated 
scales can be used when measuring capacity and students should be encouraged to make 
their own calibrated scales. 
 
For further related information see, Australia 2005, First Steps in Mathematics: Measurement 
(book two):  

• Chapter 4: Estimate 
o Key understanding 2: We can improve our estimates by getting to know the size 

of common units and by practising judging the size of things p. 80. 
 
Rigby Harcourt Education, Australia 
© Department of Education and Training Western Australia 2005 
 
Activities which enable students to develop their own measuring jugs should assist students 
to understand how calibrated scales are made and used. Students could, for example, cut 
the top from a clear plastic bottle and calibrate it in ‘cups’. Invite them to pour full cups of 
water into the jug, marking the level after each cupful and then use their measuring jug to 
measure the capacity of other containers.  
 
For further related information see First Steps in Mathematics: Measurement (book one): 

• Chapter 4: Direct measure  
o Key understanding 4: Calibrated scales can be used as a substitute for repeating 

units when measuring length, capacity, mass, angle and time. p.124 
o Sample learning activities  

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/3.0/au/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/3.0/au/
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Western Australian Curriculum 
• Year 2 – Compare and order several shapes and objects based on length, area, 

volume and capacity using appropriate uniform informal units (ACMMG037). 
• Year 3 – Measure, order and compare objects using familiar metric units of length, 

mass and capacity (ACMMG061). 
 
For more information visit the Western Australian Curriculum. 
 
Learning activities 
For further ideas for activities see First Steps in Mathematics: Measurement (book one): 

• Measuring jugs p. 72 •  Calibrate containers in litres p. 127 
 
For further ideas for activities see First Steps in Mathematics: Measurement (book two): 

• Glasses of cordial p. 76 •    A litre p. 86 
 
 
Question 1 

 
 
Skill:  Students compare the capacity of various shaped containers. 
Answer key: B 
 
Additional questions 

1. What does least mean? 
2. How are the containers different? How did you decide which container would hold 

least? 
3. How does the shape of the container affect your estimate? Will the tallest container 

always hold the most? What do you think and why? 
4. Which container would hold the most water? What makes you think so? (Invite 

students to check by pouring water from one container to the other.) 
5. What other ways could the containers be ordered? 
6. Encourage the students to continue ordering the containers using different attributes, 

eg height, mass. 

http://k10outline.scsa.wa.edu.au/home/p-10-curriculum/curriculum-browser/to-remove/overview/glossary
http://k10outline.scsa.wa.edu.au/home/p-10-curriculum/curriculum-browser/to-remove/overview/glossary
http://k10outline.scsa.wa.edu.au/home/p-10-curriculum/curriculum-browser/to-remove/overview/glossary
http://k10outline.scsa.wa.edu.au/home/p-10-curriculum/curriculum-browser
http://ecm.det.wa.edu.au/connect/resolver/view/DETK102080/latest/FSM_Measurement_Bk1/FSM_Measurement%20Bk1_ch3.pdf#page=64
http://ecm.det.wa.edu.au/connect/resolver/view/DETK102080/latest/FSM_Measurement_Bk1/FSM_Measurement%20Bk1_ch4.pdf#page=37
http://ecm.det.wa.edu.au/connect/resolver/view/DETK102080/latest/FSM_Measurement_Bk2/FSM_Measurement%20Bk2_ch4.pdf#page=8
http://ecm.det.wa.edu.au/connect/resolver/view/DETK102080/latest/FSM_Measurement_Bk2/FSM_Measurement%20Bk2_ch4.pdf#page=18
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Question 2 

 
 
Skill: Students make judgements about capacity without actually measuring.  
Answer key: C 
 
Additional questions 

1. What does less mean? 
2. How can you tell which container would hold less (than the coffee mug)?  
3. How can you be sure you have chosen the correct container? How can you check? 
4. What is another container that will hold less than a coffee mug? What is another 

container that will hold about the same as a coffee mug? 
5. Which container would hold the most? 

 
 
Question 3 

 
 
Skill: Students read a simple scale.  
Answer key: B 
 
Additional questions 

1. What does the ‘L’ stand for?  
2. What would you measure using litres? 
3. What do the marks mean?  
4. What do the unlabelled lines represent? How do you know? 
5. If the jug was filled to where it says 2 L how much would be in the jug? 
6. In the example, how many more litres would you need to put in the jug to fill it to 2L? 

How do you know? 
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Question 4 

 
 
Skill: Students make sensible numerical estimates based on provided units. 
Answer key: A 
 
Additional questions 

1. What does mL stand for? How do you know? 
2. What would you measure using millilitres? 
3. Explain how you worked out your answer? 
4. How does knowing there is 250mL in a full bottle help you work out how much has 

been used? 
5. If the bottle was half full how many mL would be in it? 
6. What else do you know that has a capacity of 250mL? 

Using various size bottles filled to different levels students estimate how much liquid 
they contain and explain how they worked out their answer. 

 
 
Curriculum references 
Department of Education and Training Western Australia, 2005, First Steps in Mathematics: 
Measurement (book one): 

• Chapter 3: Understand units - Key understanding 1: We can compare things by how 
much of a particular attribute each has. Different attributes may result in different 
orders  p. 12 

• Chapter 4: Direct measure - Key understanding 4: Calibrated scales can be used as a 
substitute for repeating units when measuring length, capacity, mass, angle and time.  
p.124

http://ecm.det.wa.edu.au/connect/resolver/view/DETK102080/latest/FSM_Measurement_Bk1/FSM_Measurement%20Bk1_ch3.pdf#page=4
http://ecm.det.wa.edu.au/connect/resolver/view/DETK102080/latest/FSM_Measurement_Bk1/FSM_Measurement%20Bk1_ch4.pdf#page=34
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Student worksheet 
Focus 
Judging and measuring capacity 
 

 

 

Question 1  Question 3 

 

  

 

 
Question 2 

  
Question 4 
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Measuring area with grids and arbitrary units 
 
Background information/teacher notes 
To be able to think of ‘counting units’ as giving a description of the size of an object, we have 
to believe that if we measure the object a number of times with the same unit we should get 
the same result each time. This requires that we match the object to be measured with as 
many units as possible, but no more. Our capacity to do this reliably depends upon how well 
we choose measuring instruments to represent our unit and how carefully we use them. 
 
Over time, students should come to see that in order to get reliable results they need to 
ensure that the unit size remains constant throughout and that they fit in as many as 
possible, but no more. This requires that they take care in several ways. Firstly, they need to 
ensure that the size of the things used as units remains uniform throughout the measuring 
process. Secondly, they must use the unit in a way that enables a good match with the object 
being measured i.e. fitting shapes together with no gaps or overlaps. Thirdly, getting as close 
as possible to the edge when covering regions to ensure that the object is fully matched, but 
no more.  
 
For further related information see, Australia 2005, First Steps in Mathematics: Measurement 
(book one):  

• Chapter 4: Direct measure 
o Key understanding 3: To measure consistently we need to use our instrument in a 

way that ensures a good match of the unit with the object to be measured. 
 
Rigby Harcourt Education, Australia  
© Department of Education and Training Western Australia 2005 
 
Western Australian Curriculum  

• Year 2 – Compare and order several shapes and objects based on length, area, 
volume and capacity using appropriate uniform informal units (ACMMG037).  

• Year 4 – Compare objects using familiar metric units of area and volume 
(ACMMG290). 

 
For more information visit the Western Australian Curriculum. 
 
Learning activities 
For further ideas for activities see First Steps in Mathematics: Measurement (book one): 

• Prints p. 44 
• Paper tiles p. 45 
• Garden plots p.47 

• Area of identical shapes p.121 
• Oil spills p. 121 
• Using grid paper p. 121   
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Question 1 

 
Skill:  Students use a given uniform unit repeatedly to match and calculate the area of a 
given region. 
Answer key: 11 
 
Additional questions 

1. How many stickers fit across the grid? How many stickers fit down the grid?  Does 
this help you work out the answer? 

2. Is this sticker a good unit to use to cover the grid? Why / Why not?  
3. Which shapes would not be good to use?  Why not? 
4. Why does the question say that it should not have gaps and overlaps? 
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Question 2 

 
 
Skill: Students make judgements about size without actually measuring.  
Answer key: B 
 
Additional questions 

1. What do you have to think about when choosing the best button to use? 
2. Why didn’t you choose the other buttons? 
3. Does the shape of the patch make a difference to the button you choose? Why? Why 

not? 
 
Provide students with different shaped patches and buttons or counters to carry out this 
activity.  
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Question 3 

 
 
Skill: Students use a given arbitrary unit to calculate the area of a given shape.  
Answer key: 30 
 
Additional questions 

1. How did you work out your answer? 
2. Why do you think has a rectangle been chosen for the tile? Are there any other 

shapes that would also be suitable to use? Why? Are there any shapes that are not 
appropriate? Why?  

 

Provide students with a cut-out             and various shapes of different sizes to try this 
activity.  

 
This activity can be used to draw out the type of shapes that are useful for representing a 
unit of area and to show that the size of something doesn’t change when you use a different 
size unit to measure it, but the number of units taken to cover it may change. 
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Question 4 

 
 
Skill: Students use a grid to calculate the area of a shape containing full and half units. 
Answer key: 18 squares 
 
Additional questions 

1. How did you work out your answer? 
2. What is the area of the total grid? 
3. What is the area of the unshaded part of the grid? How do you know? 

 
Give students a copy of the diagram. Ask them to cut out and combine shaded shapes to 
work out the total shaded area. 
 
 
Curriculum references 
Department of Education and Training Western Australia 2005, First Steps in Mathematics: 
Measurement (book one): 

• Chapter 3: Understand units - Key understanding 4: The instrument we choose to 
represent our unit should relate well to the attribute to be measured and be easy to 
repeat to match the thing to be measured p. 42.  

• Chapter 4: Direct measure - Key understanding 3: To measure consistently we need 
to use our instrument in a way that ensures a good match of the unit with the object to 
be measured p. 116.  

• Chapter 4: Direct measure - Key understanding 5: Units are quantities and so we can 
use different representations of the same unit so long as we do not change the 
quantity p. 138. 

 
 

http://ecm.det.wa.edu.au/connect/resolver/view/DETK102080/latest/FSM_Measurement_Bk1/FSM_Measurement%20Bk1_ch3.pdf#page=34
http://ecm.det.wa.edu.au/connect/resolver/view/DETK102080/latest/FSM_Measurement_Bk1/FSM_Measurement%20Bk1_ch4.pdf#page=26
http://ecm.det.wa.edu.au/connect/resolver/view/DETK102080/latest/FSM_Measurement_Bk1/FSM_Measurement%20Bk1_ch4.pdf#page=48
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Student worksheet 
Focus 
Measuring area with grids and arbitrary units 
 
Question 1  Question 3 

 

 

 

 
Question 2 

  
Question 4 
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Recognising familiar 2D shapes 
 
Background information/teaching focus 
In order for students to learn to reason about shape and structure and hence to solve spatial 
problems, they need to learn to ‘notice’ shape and think of it as something significant and 
have appropriate vocabulary and notations for describing it. ‘Noticing’ and ‘describing’ 
interact with and support each other. Having ways of talking about features of things often 
helps us to focus on them and remember them, but noticing things also causes us to seek 
ways of talking about them. As students analyse likenesses and differences and investigate 
shapes and structures they should develop the special words, phrases and symbols needed 
to support their understanding.  
 
For further related information see First Steps in Mathematics: Space: 

• Chapter 6: Reason geometrically 
o Key understanding 3: There are special words, phrases and symbols that help us 

to think about and describe the shape and structure of things. p.182 
 
Rigby Harcourt Education, Australia 
© Department of Education and Training Western Australia 2004  
 
Western Australian Curriculum 

• Year 2 – Describe and draw two-dimensional shapes, with and without digital 
technologies (ACMMG042). 

 
For more information visit the Western Australian Curriculum. 
 
Learning experiences and activities 

• Students should be assisted to recognise the wide variation (size, shape or 
orientation) of shapes. They should cut out shapes, make shapes with straws and 
rotate them, so that they are able to recognise and produce shapes of any size, 
shape or orientation. 

• Students put pattern blocks together to make new regular and irregular shapes. They 
then draw and name the shape giving reasons for giving it that name.  
eg    It is a ________ because it has _____ sides. 

• A variation of the above activity, students are asked to make a shape with a given 
number of sides using a combination of blocks. Discuss the name and characteristics 
of the shape and its orientation on the table.  

• Put different shapes somewhere within view and ask students to tell how the four-
sided shapes differ. Students discuss the similarities and differences between a wide 
range of regular and irregular shapes. Extend this activity to five and six-sided 
shapes.  

 
For further ideas for activities see First Steps in Mathematics: Space:  

• Scavenger hunt p. 198 
• Choose a shape p. 202 

• Cylinder nets p. 202 
 

• See Sample lesson 3 - Rectangles and triangles pp 206–208  

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/3.0/au/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/3.0/au/
http://ecm.det.wa.edu.au/connect/resolver/view/DETK102080/latest/FSM_Space/FSM_Space_ch6.pdf#page=28
http://k10outline.scsa.wa.edu.au/home/p-10-curriculum/curriculum-browser
http://ecm.det.wa.edu.au/connect/resolver/view/DETK102080/latest/FSM_Space/FSM_Space_ch6.pdf#page=44
http://ecm.det.wa.edu.au/connect/resolver/view/DETK102080/latest/FSM_Space/FSM_Space_ch6.pdf#page=48
http://ecm.det.wa.edu.au/connect/resolver/view/DETK102080/latest/FSM_Space/FSM_Space_ch6.pdf#page=48
http://ecm.det.wa.edu.au/connect/resolver/view/DETK102080/latest/FSM_Space/FSM_Space_ch6.pdf#page=52
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Question 1 

 
 
Skill: Students recognise different orientation of familiar 2D shapes. 
Answer key: C (triangle), A (square) and E (rectangle)  
Talk about why the word all is bolded. 
 
Additional questions 

1. Name the fourth shape. 
2. Two of these shapes have the same number of sides. How many sides do they have? 
3. Name the shapes. What is the same about these shapes? What is different about 

these shapes? 
 
 

Question 2 

 
 
Skill: Students identify all triangles in a diagram. 
Answer key: 8 (C) 
 
Additional questions 

1. What other shapes can you see in the picture? 
2. How many squares in total are in this picture? 
3. How many more triangles than squares are in this picture? 
4. Can you draw a line through the middle square to make two triangles? Can you draw 

a line a different way? 
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Question 3 

  
 
Skill: Students recognise the shape with given properties. 
Answer key: D 
 
Additional questions 

1. Which shape has two circles, a rectangle and a triangle? 
2. Describe the shapes that you can see in the first picture. 
3. Sally chose picture A. Why was she not correct? 
 
 

Question 4 

 
 
Skill: Students identify the shapes in a picture. 
Answer key: C 
 
Additional questions 

1. Put a tick () on the pentagon. How do you know that shape is a pentagon? 
2. Put a cross (X) on the hexagon. How do you know that shape is a hexagon? 
3. I am a closed shape and I have only straight sides. I have four sides. What shape 

could I be? 
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Curriculum reference 
Department of Education and Training Western Australia 2005, First Steps in Mathematics: 
Space: 

• Chapter 6: Reason geometrically 
o Key understanding 3: There are special words, phrases and symbols that help us 

to think about and describe the shape and structure of things. 

http://ecm.det.wa.edu.au/connect/resolver/view/DETK102080/latest/FSM_Space/FSM_Space_ch6.pdf#page=1
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Student worksheet 
Focus 
Recognising familiar 2D shapes 
 
 
Question 1 

  
Question 2 
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Question 4 
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Identifying features of 2D shapes 
 
Background information/teaching focus 
Students initially identify figures and objects as being one of the conventional kinds of 
shapes by what they look like as a whole. They may come to know some properties of a 
particular figure (eg a rectangle has four sides) but that is not how they recognise them. If 
students are to move beyond recognition to understanding that the figures they recognise are 
rectangles and that all have certain properties in common, they need to manipulate figures 
and objects, eg by observing, cutting, folding, drawing, measuring and constructing. In this 
way, the parts making up the whole can be focused upon and their properties drawn out.  
 
It requires a developmental shift in order for students to realise that it is the properties that 
define the class. Rather than properties becoming the means of convincing oneself and 
others that particular figures and objects do fit within a particular class, primary students will 
benefit from activities focusing on relationships between properties. eg if a quadrilateral has 
four right angles it must have opposite sides the same length – a rectangle. Only when 
students understand that properties are related to each other do they understand that 
knowing just a few properties of a figure or object enables us to work out other properties. 
This is the most useful aspect of geometry in real life situations.  
 
For further related information see First Steps in Mathematics: Space: 

• Chapter 6: Reason geometrically  
o Key understanding 4: People have developed useful ways to classify shapes. 

Knowing that a shape is one of the standard types can tell us a lot about it p. 196. 
 
Rigby Harcourt Education, Australia 
© Department of Education and Training Western Australia 2005  
 
Western Australian Curriculum 

• Year 2 – Describe and draw two-dimensional shapes, with and without digital 
technologies (ACMMG042). 

 
For more information visit the Western Australian Curriculum. 
 
Learning experiences and activities 

• Students should be assisted to recognise the wide variation (size, shape or 
orientation) of shapes through hands-on activities. They should cut out shapes and 
make shapes with straws and rotate them. By doing this they are able to recognise 
and produce shapes of any size, shape or orientation. 

• Students can also use the geometry manipulatives on the National library of virtual 
manipulatives website. 
 

For further ideas for activities see First Steps in Mathematics: Space: 
• Scavenger hunt p. 198 
• Cylinder nets p. 202 

• Choose a shape p. 202 
 

• See Sample lesson 3 - Rectangles and triangles pp 206–8 

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/3.0/au/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/3.0/au/
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http://k10outline.scsa.wa.edu.au/home/p-10-curriculum/curriculum-browser
http://nlvm.usu.edu/
http://nlvm.usu.edu/
http://k10syllabus.det.wa.edu.au/associated/private/First_Steps/FSM_Space/FSM_Space_ch6.pdf#page=44
http://k10syllabus.det.wa.edu.au/associated/private/First_Steps/FSM_Space/FSM_Space_ch6.pdf#page=48
http://k10syllabus.det.wa.edu.au/associated/private/First_Steps/FSM_Space/FSM_Space_ch6.pdf#page=48
http://k10syllabus.det.wa.edu.au/associated/private/First_Steps/FSM_Space/FSM_Space_ch6.pdf#page=52
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Question 1 

 
 
Skill: Students describe basic geometric shapes.  
Answer key: Correct statements about the sides, corners (vertices), or angles. 
 
Additional questions 

1. A triangle is different to a square. Explain how it is different. 
2. Where do you see triangles? 
3. Where do you see squares? 
4. Is this shape still a triangle?                Why/why not? 
 
 
5. Is this shape still a square?                  Why/why not? 

 
 
Question 2 

 
 
 
Skill: Students draw a triangle with necessary features. 
Answer key: A line drawn connecting the end of the two lines. 
 
Additional questions 

1. Can you make it into a square?  Why or why not? 
2. What other shapes could you make? How? (regular and/or irregular). 
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Question 3 

 
 
Skill: Students divide a square into rectangles. 
 
Additional questions 

1. Ken divided the square above into three rectangles. Two of the rectangles have the 
same area. Show how he divided the square. 

2. Alice divided the square into three rectangles. All her rectangles have the same area. 
Show how Alice divided the rectangle. 

3. Name a four – sided shape that has all sides the same length.  
4. Describe the attributes of a rectangle. How is a rectangle different to a square? 
5. Can a square and a rectangle both be a quadrilateral? Why/why not? 

 
 
Question 4 

 
 
Skill: Students describe differences between familiar 2D shapes. 
Answer key: Any correct response involving sides, angles or vertices (corners) 
 
Additional questions 

1. Draw a square on a separate piece of paper. Describe it.  
2. Draw a triangle on a separate piece of paper. Describe it. 
3. Give clues to a partner for them to be able to draw a 2D shape of your choice. 
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Curriculum references 
Department of Education and Training Western Australia 2005, First Steps in Mathematics: 
Space: 

• Chapter 4: Represent shape  
o Key understanding 1: When we copy and make figures and objects, we need to 

think about how the whole thing looks and about how the parts relate to each 
other and to the whole. p.58 

• Chapter 6: Reason geometrically  
o Key understanding 4: People have developed useful ways to classify shapes. 

Knowing that a shape is one of the standard types can tell us a lot about it. p.196

http://k10syllabus.det.wa.edu.au/associated/private/First_Steps/FSM_Space/FSM_Space_ch4.pdf#page=4
http://k10syllabus.det.wa.edu.au/associated/private/First_Steps/FSM_Space/FSM_Space_ch6.pdf#page=42
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Student worksheet 
Focus 
Identifying features of 2D shapes 
 
Question 1  Question 3 

 

 

 
 
Question 2 

  
Question 4 
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Recognising and naming 3D objects 
 
Background information/teaching focus 
The real world is three dimensional. Children interact with 3D objects from their earliest days 
as they pick things up and play. Teachers need to build on these 3D experiences by 
introducing the vocabulary and names of the 3D objects. Students will gradually learn and 
use the mathematical names and terms as they experience, manipulate and discuss shapes, 
objects and their properties. Students need opportunities to analyse the component parts 
that form a 3D object (shapes, size, and placement) and consider how the components fit 
and hold together.   
 
Many of the names of 3D objects relate to 2D figures and discussion can help children see 
the connections and similarities. 
 
Western Australian Curriculum 

• Year 2 – Describe the features of three-dimensional objects (ACMMG043). 
• Year 3 – Make models of three-dimensional objects and describe key features 

(ACMMG063). 
 
For more information visit the Western Australian Curriculum. 
 
Learning experiences and activities 

• Students collect from home familiar packages for everyday products that represent 
various 3D shapes. For example, use a shaped chocolate box to show a triangular 
prism. Discuss the characteristics (faces, edges and corners) of the specific shapes. 

• Mystery bag - Students select and group 3D objects giving reasons for their choice of 
group. Students make posters to show the characteristics of the various 3D groups. 

• Students make models from play dough, clay and polystyrene of various regular and 
irregular objects. Take photographs of the objects from different angles. Students can 
then name and list characteristics of the object. 

 
For further ideas for activities see First Steps in Mathematics: Space: 

• Copy a prism p. 60 
• Shape bingo p. 61 

 

• Shape structures p. 199  
• Choose a shape p. 202 
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Question 1 

Chris has these groceries in his shopping trolley. 
Shade the bubble under each cylinder.  

      

      
 
Skill: Students recognise cylindrical objects.  
Answer key: A, C and D  
 
Additional questions 
Provide the students with a selection of objects similar to the above picture. 

1. What shape is each item of the groceries? 
2. What is the name of the 2D shape of the two flat faces of a cylinder? 
3. What 2D shapes can you see on the faces of the chocolate box? 

 
 
Question 2 

Which one of these objects is a cylinder? 

    

    
 
Skill: Students identify the front view of a cone.  
Answer key: B 
 
Additional questions 
Give the students the collection of 3D objects. Then ask them to show on the diagram the 
answers to the following questions. 

1. How many faces does each of the shapes have? 
2. Circle which two objects have six faces? 
3. What 2D shapes make up a square pyramid? How many of each? 
4. How many faces does a triangular pyramid have? 

 
 
 
 
 

Shade as 
many bubbles 
as you need. 
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Question 3 

This 3D object is a 
 

 

  cube 

 prism 

 cylinder 

 pyramid 
 

 
Skill: Students identify 3D objects in every day items.  
Answer key: B 
 
Additional questions 

1. Why is this object a prism and not a cube?   
2. If it was a cube, could it also be a prism?  Why or why not? 
3. Name and draw an everyday item that is a) a cylinder  b) a pyramid. 

 
 
Question 4 
Sally made this model of a robot. 
You can see the 15 different pieces she used to make it. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
How many cylinders did Sally use? 

3 4 5 5 

    
 
Skill: Students identify all of the cylinders in a given diagram. 
Answer key: D 
 
Additional questions 

1. How many cubes did Sally use? 
2. Sally used fewer prisms than cylinders. How many fewer? 
3. Why do you think Sally used a cylinder for the head? What other 3D objects would be 

suitable to use for the head? Why? 
4. What 3D object would you choose to use for the robots feet? Why? 

 
 

Shade one 
bubble. 
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Curriculum references 
Department of Education and Training Western Australia 2005, First Steps in Mathematics: 
Space: 

• Chapter 4: Represent shape  
o Key understanding 1: When we copy and make figures and objects, we need to 

think about how the whole thing looks and about how the parts relate to each 
other and to the whole. p.58 

• Chapter 6: Reason geometrically 
o Key understanding 4: People have developed useful ways to classify shapes. 

Knowing that a shape is one of the standard types can tell us a lot about it.  p.196 
 

http://k10syllabus.det.wa.edu.au/associated/private/First_Steps/FSM_Space/FSM_Space_ch4.pdf#page=4
http://k10syllabus.det.wa.edu.au/associated/private/First_Steps/FSM_Space/FSM_Space_ch6.pdf#page=42
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Student worksheet 
Focus: Recognising and naming 3D objects 
 
Question 1  Question 3 
Chris has these groceries in his shopping trolley. 
Shade the bubble under each cylinder. 

 This 3D object is a 
 
          cube 
 
          prism 
 
          cylinder 
 
          pyramid 
 
 

  

      

 

       

 
Question 2 

  
Question 4 

Which one of these is a cylinder?  Sally made this model of a robot. 
You can see the 15 different pieces she used to make it. 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
How many cylinders did Sally use? 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 
 

 

 
 

 

     3 
 

4 
 

5 
 

6 
 

 

Shade as 
many bubbles 
as you need. Shade one 

bubble. 
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Background information/teaching focus 
Young children’s first experience with shape is three dimensional. They therefore need 
activities that focus their attention on the individual faces to recognise and distinguish 
between an object and its 2D surfaces. This assists students to explore how 3D objects can 
be represented two dimensionally. Students need to learn to see the 2D shapes that make 
up the 3D object and be involved in activities that have the students investigating which 2D 
shapes go together to make a particular prism or pyramid. Investigating how these shapes 
are connected to each other helps students to see the parts that make up the whole object. 
Activities that require students to count faces, edges and vertices of prisms and pyramids are 
useful but not sufficient. Further exploration of 3D objects is necessary for them to learn how 
the component parts can be arranged (and rearranged) to make the net of an object. 
 
For further related information see First Steps in Mathematics: Space: 

• Chapter 4: Represent shape 
o Key Understanding 1: When we copy and make figures and objects, we need to 

think about how the whole thing looks and about how the parts relate to each 
other and to the whole.  p.58 

o Key Understanding 2: The net of an object has to have the same component 
parts as the object and the parts have to be in the right relationship to each other  
p.72 

 
Rigby Harcourt Education, Australia 
© Department of Education and Training Western Australia 2005  
 
Western Australian Curriculum 

• Year 3 – Make models of three-dimensional objects and describe key features 
(ACMMG063). 

 
For more information visit the Western Australian Curriculum. 
 
Learning experiences and activities 

• Collect everyday familiar packages, such as cereal, toothpaste and chocolate boxes, 
and plastic wrap cylinders. Ask students to cut along selected edges and fold out flat 
to show the net. Identify and discuss the 2D shapes that make up the 3D object. 

• Students use a wooden 3D object and paint each face a different colour. After each 
face is painted use it to make one print on a sheet of paper. After all faces are printed 
discuss the names of the shapes created and the number of each one to assist 
students to make connections between the 2D representations of the 3D solid. 

• Students need to recognise, name, build, draw, compare and sort 2D shapes and 3D 
objects. Pattern blocks and 3D geometric solids are a valuable resource for students 
to manipulate and explore. 

• In pairs, students take turns building and describing the selection and placement of 
3D objects to their partner from behind a barrier. The partner recreates the 
construction by following the directions. 

• Students explore the characteristics of prisms and pyramids. Make posters describing 
the characteristics of the objects.  

Identifying 2D shapes within 3D objects 

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/3.0/au/
http://ecm.det.wa.edu.au/connect/resolver/view/DETK102080/latest/FSM_Space/FSM_Space_ch4.pdf#page=4
http://ecm.det.wa.edu.au/connect/resolver/view/DETK102080/latest/FSM_Space/FSM_Space_ch4.pdf#page=18
http://k10outline.scsa.wa.edu.au/home/p-10-curriculum/curriculum-browser
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For further ideas for activities see First Steps in Mathematics: Space: 
• Copy a prism p. 60 
• Finding 2D in 3D p. 61 
• Shape bingo p. 61 

• Matching nets p. 74  
• Tracing p. 76 
• Matching 2D with 3D p. 76 

 
 
Question 1 
 

 
Skill: Students visualise a skeleton of a square-based pyramid. 
Answer key: B 
 
Additional questions 

1. How many faces does a cube have? 
2. How many edges does a cube have? 
3. Create a square pyramid using straws and plasticine. 
4. How many faces does a square pyramid have? 
5. How many edges does a square pyramid have? 
6. Find an object in your classroom that has eight vertices (corners) and twelve edges. 

 

http://ecm.det.wa.edu.au/connect/resolver/view/DETK102080/latest/FSM_Space/FSM_Space_ch4.pdf#page=6
http://ecm.det.wa.edu.au/connect/resolver/view/DETK102080/latest/FSM_Space/FSM_Space_ch4.pdf#page=7
http://ecm.det.wa.edu.au/connect/resolver/view/DETK102080/latest/FSM_Space/FSM_Space_ch4.pdf#page=7
http://ecm.det.wa.edu.au/connect/resolver/view/DETK102080/latest/FSM_Space/FSM_Space_ch4.pdf#page=20
http://ecm.det.wa.edu.au/connect/resolver/view/DETK102080/latest/FSM_Space/FSM_Space_ch4.pdf#page=22
http://ecm.det.wa.edu.au/connect/resolver/view/DETK102080/latest/FSM_Space/FSM_Space_ch4.pdf#page=22
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Question 2 

 
 
Skill: Students visualise the faces of a square-based pyramid. 
Answer key: A 
 
Additional questions 

1. Ann said that she selected the last shape. Ann is wrong. Why? 
2. Cut up some different shapes such as triangles, squares and rectangles. What 3D 

objects can you make with the shapes?  
3. How many faces does your object have? 
4. What would the net of your object look like? 
5. Students could cut out some shapes to build a square pyramid and various 3D 

objects. 
 
 
Question 3 

 
 
Skill: Students visualise the faces of a hexagonal prism. 
Answer key: B 
 
Additional questions 

1. What shapes are missing from the incorrect choices? 
2. How many edges does this shape have? 
3. Make the shape using straws (see Question 1) 
4. If the sides were squares would it still be a hexagonal prism? 
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Question 4 

 
 
Skill: Students recognise a net of a cube. 
Answer key: The two nets on the right. 
 
Additional questions 

1. Look at a cube. How many squares will the net of the cube have? 
2. Ask students to cut out a copy of each net and fold them into cubes. Which nets did 

not work?  
3. Draw a net for a cube that is different from the ones shown above. 
4. How did you know your net would make a cube? 
5. On a net of a cube, tick two faces that will be opposite to each other when the net is 

folded. 
 
 
Curriculum references 
Department of Education and Training Western Australia 2005, First Steps in Mathematics: 
Space: 

• Chapter 4: Represent shape  
o Key understanding 1: When we copy and make figures and objects, we need to 

think about how the whole thing looks and about how the parts relate to each 
other and to the whole.  p.58 

o Key understanding 2: The net of an object has to have the same component 
parts as the object and the parts have to be in the right relationship to each other  
p.72  

 

http://ecm.det.wa.edu.au/connect/resolver/view/DETK102080/latest/FSM_Space/FSM_Space_ch4.pdf#page=4
http://ecm.det.wa.edu.au/connect/resolver/view/DETK102080/latest/FSM_Space/FSM_Space_ch4.pdf#page=18
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Student worksheet 
Focus 
Identifying 2D shapes within 3D objects 
 
Question 1  Question 2 
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Question 3 

  
Question 4 
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Background information/teaching focus 
A child’s first perception of symmetry is visual. It is important that students see symmetry in 
things around them. 
 
There is a form of symmetry associated with each of the transformations. They are: 
translational (or slide) symmetry; reflectional (or mirror) symmetry; and rotational (or turn) 
symmetry. Each of the transformations maintains shape and size, and it is this property that 
makes symmetry possible.  
 
All symmetrical things have congruent or identical units that can be matched in some way. 
We say that a figure or object is symmetrical if a transformation exists that moves its 
individual points or parts into a different position but leaves the whole thing looking the same.  
Improving students’ capacity to visualise is important both for its direct benefit and because 
of its helpfulness in learning further geometrical and other mathematical ideas.  
 
For further related information see First Steps in Mathematics: Space: 

• Chapter 5: Represent transformation: 
o Key understanding 4: Symmetrical things have component parts which can be 

matched by rotating, reflecting or translating.  
 

Rigby Harcourt Education, Australia 
© Department of Education and Training Western Australia 2005  
 
Western Australian Curriculum 

• Year 3 – Identify symmetry in the environment (ACMMG066). 
 
For more information visit the Western Australian Curriculum. 
 
Learning experiences and activities 

• Students need structured experiences that progressively build up their understanding 
of symmetry. For mirror symmetry these might include: 

o observing examples of things that are symmetrical in some way and things 
that are not 

o discovering and explaining that matching parts of figures are the same 
distance away from the mirror line 

o investigating the symmetrical properties of some regular shapes, such as 
squares and isosceles triangles, and then the regular pentagon and hexagon 
and other regular polygons, eg square – four lines of symmetry; an equilateral 
triangle – three lines of symmetry; and a circle – an infinite number. 

• Display folded shapes and collected pictures of things that have symmetry. Students 
describe why the objects are symmetrical. 

• Using a collection of shape and alphabet cookie cutters students sit in groups and cut 
out shapes from modelling dough. Explore the shapes to see if they are symmetrical 

Symmetry 

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/3.0/au/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/3.0/au/
http://ecm.det.wa.edu.au/connect/resolver/view/DETK102080/latest/FSM_Space/FSM_Space_ch5.pdf#page=42
http://k10outline.scsa.wa.edu.au/home/p-10-curriculum/curriculum-browser
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by partitioning them in different ways. Students manipulate the cut out shapes to 
identify symmetry through each of the transformations. 

• Teacher places a collection of symmetrical and non symmetrical objects at the front of 
the class. Students use mirrors to identify and sort objects according to the type of 
symmetry.  

 
For further ideas for activities see First Steps in Mathematics: Space: 

• Rotating designs p. 142 
• Reflection symmetry p. 143 

• Folded paper p. 143 
 

• See Sample lesson 1 – Nonsense animals pp. 149-51. 
 
 
Question 1 

 
 
Skill: Students recognise a symmetrical shape. 
Answer key: B 
 
Additional questions 

1. What does symmetrical mean?  
2. How did you know which shape was symmetrical? If you turned it upside down would 

it still be symmetrical?  
3. Why are the other shapes not symmetrical?  
4. Would turning them around make them symmetrical? Why/Why not? 
5. Draw the line of symmetry on shape B. Is there another line of symmetry?  

Why/Why not? 

http://ecm.det.wa.edu.au/connect/resolver/view/DETK102080/latest/FSM_Space/FSM_Space_ch5.pdf#page=44
http://ecm.det.wa.edu.au/connect/resolver/view/DETK102080/latest/FSM_Space/FSM_Space_ch5.pdf#page=45
http://ecm.det.wa.edu.au/connect/resolver/view/DETK102080/latest/FSM_Space/FSM_Space_ch5.pdf#page=45
http://ecm.det.wa.edu.au/connect/resolver/view/DETK102080/latest/FSM_Space/FSM_Space_ch5.pdf#page=51
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Question 2 

 

 
Skill: Students visualise unfolding. 
Answer key: D 
 
Note: Children need the opportunity to fold paper and cut out their own shapes. The teacher 
could prompt them to visualise and predict what the unfolded shape will look like before 
unfolding.  
 
Additional questions 

1. Which shape did you choose? Why? 
2. Helen selected A. She is wrong? Why? 
3. Did you think about turning the paper around?  
4. Why could the other shapes not be Morgan’s paper?  
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Question 3 

 
 
Skill: Students complete a shape to make it symmetrical.  
Answer key: Shade any square that lies on the line of symmetry and the square in the 
bottom row - two squares from the right. 
 
Additional questions 

1. Where would the square in the bottom row have to be on the other side of the fold 
line if the pattern is symmetrical? 

2. Peter shaded half of a square. He wants the pattern to be symmetrical. How much 
should Peter shade on the other side of the fold line? 

3. Shane made a different symmetrical pattern using the grid above. How could you 
check that his pattern is symmetrical?  

 
 
Question 4 

 
 
Skill: Students recognise the symmetrical image of a complex shape.  
Answer key: B 
 
Additional questions 

1. What do you need to check to be sure that you have chosen the correct picture?  
2. Why couldn’t the first picture be the other half? 
3. Fold your paper and draw half of a picture along the fold line. Turn the paper over and 

trace over the outline of your drawing. Is your picture symmetrical?  
4. Display some results from the class. Label them symmetrical or not symmetrical. 
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Curriculum references 
Department of Education and Training Western Australia 2005, First Steps in Mathematics: 
Space: 

• Chapter 5: Represent transformation  
o Key understanding 1: We can imagine how a thing will look after we move all or 

part of it or change our view of it. p.102 
o Key understanding 4: Symmetrical things have component parts which can be 

matched by rotating, reflecting or translating.  p.140

http://ecm.det.wa.edu.au/connect/resolver/view/DETK102080/latest/FSM_Space/FSM_Space_ch5.pdf#page=4
http://ecm.det.wa.edu.au/connect/resolver/view/DETK102080/latest/FSM_Space/FSM_Space_ch5.pdf#page=42
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Student worksheet 
Focus: Symmetry 
 
Question 1  Question 3 

 

 

 
 
Question 2 

  
Question 4 
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Background information/teaching focus 
Students’ understanding of the words of position develops through use and experience. 
Young students should note and describe their body movements and the movements of 
objects around them in activities such as dance, drama and play. This leads to an informal 
understanding of different transformations. As they progress, they should learn to recognise 
and describe translations, rotations and reflections of shapes embedded in designs and 
arrangements. This might involve reproducing a design or picture by identifying and matching 
component shapes and turning or reorienting them to fit. Students should be encouraged to 
notice the balances, repetitions and movements in figures, objects and arrangements and to 
talk about what they see. Teachers should use the correct language in context, helping 
students to refine their descriptions of what they see, though not expecting a high level of 
precision initially.  
 
The study of tessellations helps students learn about the properties of shapes and 
transformations. Initially, students use multiple copies of figures so they can begin by trial 
and error to explore those that will work as a tile and those that will not.  
 
For further related information see First Steps in Mathematics: Space: 

• Chapter 3: Represent location: 
o Key understanding 1: We describe where things are in relation to other things. 

There are special words, phrases and symbols that help us with this. p.12 
• Chapter 5: Represent transformation:  

o Key understanding 2: We can move things around in space by reflecting, 
translating and rotating. These do not change size or shape. p.26  

 
Rigby Harcourt Education, Australia 
© Department of Education and Training Western Australia 2005  
 
Western Australian Curriculum 

• Year 2 – Investigate the effect of one-step slides and flips with and without digital 
technologies (ACMMG045). 

• Year 2 – Identify and describe half and quarter turns (ACMMG046). 
• Year 3 – Identify angles as measures of turn and compare angle sizes in everyday 

situations (ACMMG064). 
 
For more information visit the Western Australian Curriculum. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Interpreting simple rotational language 

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/3.0/au/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/3.0/au/
http://ecm.det.wa.edu.au/connect/resolver/view/DETK102080/latest/FSM_Space/FSM_Space_ch3.pdf#page=4
http://ecm.det.wa.edu.au/connect/resolver/view/DETK102080/latest/FSM_Space/FSM_Space_ch5.pdf#page=16
http://k10outline.scsa.wa.edu.au/home/p-10-curriculum/curriculum-browser
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Learning experiences and activities 
• Predict and describe the results of sliding, flipping and turning two-dimensional 

shapes. Starting points should include a variety of orientations, for example, hexagon 
placed at a slight angle instead of on a flat base. Extend this activity to drawing 
transformations.  

• Students will need many experiences arranging and rearranging familiar objects both 
freely and by following oral instructions. They will also need opportunities to try out 
the language for themselves, such as through barrier games (blocks, pictures) and 
creating border patterns. 

• Students should develop the language associated with direction (up/down, 
clockwise/anti-clockwise) and movement (forward/backward, go around, turn) 
developing more technical spatial terms, symbols and methods of representation 
(angle, north, NWW, parallel, grid, coordinate, (3, 4), 60°). In groups of three, 
students play the blindfold game. One student gives directions using rotational 
language to one of the other students in the group. The third student asks as a guide 
for the blindfolded student. 

 
For further ideas for activities see First Steps in Mathematics: Space: 

• Compass walls p. 15  
• Mystery object p. 15 and 17 
• Wrapping paper p. 117  

• Potato prints p. 118 
• Rotate a picture p. 119 
• Strip pattern p. 120 

 
 
Question 1 

 
 
Skill: Students compare the size of angles.  
Answer key: A 
 
Additional questions 

1. Which pair of scissors has its blades opened to the smallest angle? 
2. Which pair of scissors shows no angle? 
3. Put the scissors in order from largest angle to smallest angle between the blades.  
4. Use a pair of opened scissors to create an angle. Find something in the classroom 

that has the same angle, eg open books, desk corners, open doors etc. 

http://ecm.det.wa.edu.au/connect/resolver/view/DETK102080/latest/FSM_Space/FSM_Space_ch3.pdf#page=7
http://ecm.det.wa.edu.au/connect/resolver/view/DETK102080/latest/FSM_Space/FSM_Space_ch3.pdf#page=7
http://ecm.det.wa.edu.au/connect/resolver/view/DETK102080/latest/FSM_Space/FSM_Space_ch5.pdf#page=19
http://ecm.det.wa.edu.au/connect/resolver/view/DETK102080/latest/FSM_Space/FSM_Space_ch5.pdf#page=20
http://ecm.det.wa.edu.au/connect/resolver/view/DETK102080/latest/FSM_Space/FSM_Space_ch5.pdf#page=21
http://ecm.det.wa.edu.au/connect/resolver/view/DETK102080/latest/FSM_Space/FSM_Space_ch5.pdf#page=22
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Question 2 

 
 
Skill: Students visualise a quarter of a turn. 
Answer key: B 
 
Additional questions 

1. What direction do the arrows on the circle show?  
2. Which button has been turned half a turn clockwise? Describe another way this button 

could have been turned. 
3. Look at the first button. Describe two ways the first button has been turned. 
4. Explore other shapes/designs and how they change with quarter, half and three 

quarter turns. 
5. Create border patterns using a turning design or shape. 

 
 
Question 3 

 
Draw the position of the arrow after a three-quarter turn clockwise. 

 
 
Skill: Students visualise a three-quarter turn. 
Answer key: South-West 
 
Additional questions 

1. James is facing North. He made a quarter turn to the right and then a quarter turn to 
the left. What direction is he facing now? How did you work it out? 

2. Which direction would James be facing if he did a half turn to the right? 
3. Emma is facing East. She does a three quarter turn to the right and then a quarter 

turn to the left. What direction is she now facing? 
4. Ask students to give directions to a partner to follow to work out which direction they 

would then be facing. 
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Question 4 
 

Tim has this tile.       
 

Draw the tile after a half turn clockwise.    
 

 
 
Skill: Students visualise a half a turn. 
Additional questions 

1. Draw the tile after a quarter turn clockwise.    
 

2. Draw the tile after a three quarter turn anticlockwise.     
 

3. Draw the tile pattern with quarter turns clockwise.          
 
 
Curriculum references 
Department of Education and Training Western Australia 2005, First Steps in Mathematics: 
Space: 

• Chapter 3: Represent location  
o Key understanding 1: We describe where things are in relation to other things. 

There are special words, phrases and symbols that help us with this.  p.12 
• Chapter 5: Represent transformation  

o Key understanding 2: We can move things around in space by reflecting, 
translating and rotating. These do not change size or shape. p.26  

 
 

http://ecm.det.wa.edu.au/connect/resolver/view/DETK102080/latest/FSM_Space/FSM_Space_ch3.pdf#page=4
http://ecm.det.wa.edu.au/connect/resolver/view/DETK102080/latest/FSM_Space/FSM_Space_ch5.pdf#page=16
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Student worksheet 
Focus 
Interpreting simple rotational language 
 
Question 1  Question 3 

 

 

  
Draw the position of the arrow after a three-quarter turn 
clockwise. 

 
 
Question 2 

  
Question 4 

 

  

Tim has this tile.       
 

Draw the tile after a half turn clockwise.    
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Background information/teaching focus 
There are a wide range of maps and diagrams that provide two dimensional visual 
representations of locations, regions and arrangements. Some maps seek only to preserve 
‘betweenness’ and do not indicate direction or distance. Examples include the network 
diagrams typical of rail and subway systems. Network diagrams do not enable you to tell how 
far it is from one place to another or in what ‘true’ direction you are going. Other maps, while 
correctly representing ‘betweenness’, also correctly represent (or preserve) some 
measurement information about the location or region. Different maps will preserve different 
measurements and distort others. Thus, the geographic maps called Mercator projections 
preserve direction (based on lines of longitude and latitude) but distort areas. Other 
geographic maps keep areas accurate but distort shape. Most common road and regional 
maps preserve road distances and directions; that is, they provide a sort of scale drawing of 
the location. It is important to discuss and compare street directories, the GPS and web 
based applications. 
 
For further related information see First Steps in Mathematics: Space: 

• Chapter 3: Represent location  
o Key understanding 2: Some maps or diagrams show the order of things and what 

comes between what. Others also represent distances and directions between 
things. p.26 

 
Rigby Harcourt Education, Australia 
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Western Australian Curriculum 

• Year 3 – Create and interpret simple grid maps to show position and pathways 
(ACMMG065). 

 
For more information visit the Western Australian Curriculum. 
 
Learning experiences and activities 

• Students should explore, describe and represent the position and orientation of 
features in their environment. Extend to describing paths and movements within 
areas such as the playground. 

• Work with maps should begin with those most familiar within students home, school 
and community and gradually expand to include those that are less familiar or more 
conventionally mathematical. 

• Using a children’s street scene carpet mat (available from carpet mat shops) students 
use directional language to give directions for partner to identify features on map.  

• Students should use sketches of their locality or road maps to describe the position of 
local features, understand and use bearings to define direction, and specify location 
by using simple coordinate grids and distances and directions. 

• Students place objects in sand tray and draw a plan/map. Extend to students giving 
directions to a partner to locate objects in the tray.  

 

Interpreting simple maps and plans 

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/3.0/au/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/3.0/au/
http://ecm.det.wa.edu.au/connect/resolver/view/DETK102080/latest/FSM_Space/FSM_Space_ch3.pdf#page=18
http://k10outline.scsa.wa.edu.au/home/p-10-curriculum/curriculum-browser
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For further ideas for activities see First Steps in Mathematics: Space: 
• Little Red Riding Hood p. 28 
• Landmarks p. 29 

• Playground p. 29 

 
 
Question 1 

 
 
Skill: Students interpret a simple formal map. 
Answer key: D 
 
Additional questions 

1. Which direction would Ben be facing while watching the game on the oval? 
2. Which directions are the goals facing? 
3. If Ben was sitting in the middle of his section, and needed to meet someone in the 

middle of the P section, which direction would he need to walk? 

http://ecm.det.wa.edu.au/connect/resolver/view/DETK102080/latest/FSM_Space/FSM_Space_ch3.pdf#page=20
http://ecm.det.wa.edu.au/connect/resolver/view/DETK102080/latest/FSM_Space/FSM_Space_ch3.pdf#page=21
http://ecm.det.wa.edu.au/connect/resolver/view/DETK102080/latest/FSM_Space/FSM_Space_ch3.pdf#page=21
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Question 2 

 
 
Skill: Students identify the main key directions on a map. 
Answer key: C 
 
Additional questions 

1. From the hospital, in which direction is the school? How do you know? 
2. What is west from the park? 
3. What is south from Toby’s house? 
4. Give directions to get from the park to the bank (following the roads). 
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Question 3 

 
 
Skill: Students interpret and follow directional language. 
Answer key: A 
 
Additional questions 

1. What is the grid reference for Rocky Vista?  
2. What town is about 10 km from Tower Hill? 
3. Alan walks north-east from Green forest. What town will he first reach? 
4. Megan walked from Dolphintown to Stingray Point. About how far did she walk? In 

what direction did she walk? 
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Question 4 

 
 
Skill: Students interpret a simple formal map. 
Answer key: D 
 
Additional questions 

1. What is the direction of the school from the post office?  
2. Estimate the distance between the library and the pool. 
3. What is the direction of the post office from the supermarket? 
4. The postman thought he travelled a total of 12 kilometres from the post office, past 

the school, to the mailbox. Was he correct? How do you know? 
 
 
Curriculum reference 
Department of Education and Training Western Australia 2005, First Steps in Mathematics: 
Space: 

• Chapter 3: Represent location  
o Key understanding 2: Some maps or diagrams show the order of things and what 

comes between what. Others also represent distances and directions between 
things. p.26  
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Student worksheet 
Focus 
Interpreting simple maps and plans 
 

Question 1  Question 2 
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Question 3 

  
Question 4 
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Background information/teaching focus 
Grids and coordinates provide the major mathematical contribution to representing location 
and direction, the essential idea being that we can use numbers (usually pairs of numbers) to 
describe where something is. Often students’ experience with locating things on grids 
involves focusing on the squares where rows and columns intersect. In order to take 
advantage of the numerical dimensions of a coordinate system (for distances to make 
sense), students need to be able to focus upon points as the intersection of two grid lines.  
 
The mathematical convention when referring to the coordinates is to go across (the x 
coordinate) first and then up (the Y coordinate). The reference relates to the crossing points 
of the gridlines or the corners of the squares on the grid. 
 
For further related information see First Steps in Mathematics: Space: 

• Chapter 3: Represent location  
o Key understanding 1: We describe where things are in relation to other things. 

There are special words, phrases and symbols that help us with this. 
 
Rigby Harcourt Education, Australia 
© Department of Education and Training Western Australia 2005  
 
Western Australian Curriculum 

• Year 3 – Create and interpret simple grid maps to show position and pathways 
(ACMMG065). 

 
For more information visit the Western Australian Curriculum. 
 
Learning experiences and activities 

• Set up a large grid using chalk or masking tape. Have students stand in grid and take 
turns at describing positions. Extend to eliminating students by giving coordinates to 
‘sink’ students. 

• Rule a grid on laminated sheets of wrapping paper and have students identify and 
describe position of given objects. 

• Students work in pairs. One member of the pair gives the grid coordinates for a 
particular feature on a grid. Their partner then identifies the feature based on the 
coordinates.  

• Place playing cards in a grid on the wall. Play memory games where students try to 
find pairs using grid coordinates to choose the cards for their pair.  

• Make a grid on a school map. Have students locate particular features using the 
coordinates. Extend the activity by asking students to select features and give 
coordinates for location by a partner.  

 
 
 

Interpreting grids and co-ordinates 

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/3.0/au/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/3.0/au/
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For further ideas for activities see First Steps in Mathematics: Space:  
• Aerial view p. 15 
• Grid of roads p. 16 

• Moving on a grid p. 16 

 
 
Question 1 

 
 
Skill: Students interpret information in displays of data. 
Answer key: B 
 
Additional questions 

1. What is at B4? 
2. What is at C3? 
3. I am two down from C3. Where am I? 
4. How would you describe the position of the face? 

http://ecm.det.wa.edu.au/connect/resolver/view/DETK102080/latest/FSM_Space/FSM_Space_ch3.pdf#page=7
http://ecm.det.wa.edu.au/connect/resolver/view/DETK102080/latest/FSM_Space/FSM_Space_ch3.pdf#page=8
http://ecm.det.wa.edu.au/connect/resolver/view/DETK102080/latest/FSM_Space/FSM_Space_ch3.pdf#page=8
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Question 2 

 
 
Skill: Students interpret and follow directions. 
Answer key: C 
 
Additional questions 

1. Bill’s car is two cars west and two cars south of Emma’s car. Bill’s car is at _____. 
2. Describe how to go from Emma’s car to E4. 
3. Describe how to go from D5 to A2, and then to Emma’s car. 
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Question 3 

 
 
Skill: Students read and interpret simple grids. 
Answer key: B4 
 
Additional questions 

1. Cynthia is at A2. She is going to the swimming pool. Give her directions to get to the 
pool. 

2. Alison is at the school. She wants to visit her aunty at the hospital. Give her the 
correct instructions on how to get there. 

3. John and David are at the swimming pool. They have to meet their parents at the 
barbeque area. Which way should they go to meet them? 

4. Place another object on the grid. Give the correct instructions on how to get there 
from the information centre. 
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Question 4 

 
 
Skill: Students follow directions to locate a position. 
Answer key: It is in the first square of the 2nd row from the top. 
 
Additional questions 

1. Loc’s drawing is one to the right of Bob’s and two down. Put a tick on Loc’s drawing. 
2. Pam’s drawing is two to the left of Locs’s and four up. Put a star on Pam’s drawing. 
3. Describe how to get from Pam’s drawing to Bob’s drawing. 

 
 
Curriculum reference 
Department of Education and Training Western Australia 2005, First Steps in Mathematics: 
Space: 

• Chapter 3: Represent location  
o Key understanding 1: We describe where things are in relation to other things. 

There are special words, phrases and symbols that help us with this.  p.12 
 

http://ecm.det.wa.edu.au/connect/resolver/view/DETK102080/latest/FSM_Space/FSM_Space_ch3.pdf#page=4
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Student worksheet 
Focus 
Interpreting grids and co-ordinates 
 
Question 1  Question 2 
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Question 3 

  
Question 4 
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Background information/teaching focus 
The language of direction and the kinds of reference points used for finding our way around 
will often differ with local customs and the type of environment. Students should be 
encouraged to make use of what they already know as a starting point for developing new 
ways of navigating and communicating direction. When their descriptions of positions and 
paths serve real purposes, students are more likely to realise when their descriptions lack 
clarity or precision. 
 
Initially students’ maps of, for example, the route from home to school may be like a narrative 
or ‘story’ of a route, starting at the beginning of the trip and moving through the journey (‘and 
then, and then,…’). Thus, while the students’ maps will show order and correctly place one 
thing between two others on their journey and may even look like a bird’s eye view, they may 
not match the actual locations of the places. Like informal mud maps, there may be little 
overall sense of orientation or scale. As students progress and are less egocentric, they are 
able to think of a plan or map as a bird’s eye view. They will attempt to represent orientation 
and proximity in maps of familiar locations. 
 
For further related information see First Steps in Mathematics: Space: 

• Chapter 3: Represent Location:  
o Key understanding 1: We describe where things are in relation to other things. 

There are special words, phrases and symbols that help us with this. p.12 
o Key understanding 2: Some maps or diagrams show the order of things and what 

comes between what. Others also represent distances and directions between 
things. p.26 

 
Rigby Harcourt Education, Australia 
© Department of Education and Training Western Australia 2005  
 
Western Australian Curriculum 

• Year 2 – Interpret simple maps of familiar locations and identify the relative positions 
of key features (ACMMG044). 

• Year 3 – Create and interpret simple grid maps to show position and pathways 
(ACMMG065). 

 
For more information visit the Western Australian Curriculum. 
 
Learning experiences and activities 

• Read the students ‘Rosie’s Walk’ by Pat Hutchins and have the students’ role play 
the story on an obstacle course, using positional language such as under, behind, in 
front of and past. Have the students draw a map showing the route Rosie took.   

• Have the students draw a picture by following instructions. For example, draw two 
trees next to each other in the middle of the page. Draw a boy between the trees. 
Draw a dog next to the boy. Extend this activity to having students draw a picture and 
give a friend descriptive instructions to replicate the drawing. 

Understanding and following directions 

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/3.0/au/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/3.0/au/
http://ecm.det.wa.edu.au/connect/resolver/view/DETK102080/latest/FSM_Space/FSM_Space_ch3.pdf#page=4
http://ecm.det.wa.edu.au/connect/resolver/view/DETK102080/latest/FSM_Space/FSM_Space_ch3.pdf#page=18
http://k10outline.scsa.wa.edu.au/home/p-10-curriculum/curriculum-browser
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• Brainstorm a variety of positional and directional language with the class. Select one 
student to be an investigator. They will follow directions from the rest of the class to 
locate an item which has been hidden. Extend the activity by having the students 
drawing the route and writing the directions. 

 
For further ideas for activities see First Steps in Mathematics: Space:  

• Obstacle course p. 17  
• Showtime p. 17 

• Drawing shapes p. 19  
 

 
 
Question 1 

 
 
Skill: Students interpret a simple language of position. 
Answer key: D 
 
Additional questions 

1. What object is closest to letter B? 
2. Describe the position of letter A.  
3. On the map, what can you see between the bin and the swings? 
4. What is next to the tree? 
5. What is behind the seat? 

http://ecm.det.wa.edu.au/connect/resolver/view/DETK102080/latest/FSM_Space/FSM_Space_ch3.pdf#page=9
http://ecm.det.wa.edu.au/connect/resolver/view/DETK102080/latest/FSM_Space/FSM_Space_ch3.pdf#page=9
http://ecm.det.wa.edu.au/connect/resolver/view/DETK102080/latest/FSM_Space/FSM_Space_ch3.pdf#page=11
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Question 2 

 
 
Skill: Students follow directional language. 
Answer key: B 
 
Additional questions 

1. Leonie also enters the car park and wants to park in G3.  
Give the directions for Leonie to get from the entrance to space G3. 

2. Describe how Simon needs to move to get from his car to Leonie’s car.  
3. Alice leaves her parking space and drives past two other parking spaces.  

o She turns left at the first intersection.  
o She crosses the next intersection and drives out of the car park.  
o What parking space was Alice parked in? 
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Question 3 

 
 
Skill: Students interpret and follow directions. 
Answer key: D 
 
Additional questions 

1. Give directions for Leonie to walk from the library to the dentist. 
2. After leaving the dentist, Leonie turned right out of the gates and then right at the 

second street. She then turned left again at the first street. What building is she near? 
3. Draw in a school across the road from the library. Write directions from the school to 

the police station. 
4. Compare your directions with a partner. Are they the same or different? (Follow your 

partner’s directions if they are different to your own.) 
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Question 4 

 

 
Skill: Students interpret and follow directional language. 
Answer key: 2 and 4  
 
Additional questions 

1. Bill starts at 9, moves 1 space up, 2 spaces left and 1 space down.  
Bill is now at ____.  

2. Joe starts at 0, moves 3 spaces up, 1 space left and 2 spaces down.  
Joe is at ____.  
What is his code? 

3. Describe how you would move to enter the code 1469. 
 
 
Curriculum references 
Department of Education and Training Western Australia 2005, First Steps in Mathematics: 
Space: 

• Chapter 3: Represent location  
o Key understanding 1: We describe where things are in relation to other things. 

There are special words, phrases and symbols that help us with this.  p.12 
o Key understanding 2: Some maps or diagrams show the order of things and what 

comes between what. Others also represent distances and directions between 
things. p. 26  

 
 

http://ecm.det.wa.edu.au/connect/resolver/view/DETK102080/latest/FSM_Space/FSM_Space_ch3.pdf#page=4
http://ecm.det.wa.edu.au/connect/resolver/view/DETK102080/latest/FSM_Space/FSM_Space_ch3.pdf#page=18
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Student worksheet 
Focus 
Understanding and following directions 
 
Question 1  Question 2 
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Using scale on maps and plans 
 
Background information/teaching focus 
Scale maps use a scale to represent the distance and direction between objects. This scale 
may be measured precisely or estimated. The positions of objects on the map or plan 
replicate their position in real life. On plans, the objects themselves are also drawn to the 
same scale. Scale maps, however, are normally of much larger areas, so a smaller scale is 
needed to represent the distances between objects. For this reason, the objects themselves 
cannot be drawn to the same scale and may be represented using a different scale (e.g. the 
roads in street directories) or by symbols. 
 
Scale maps:   

• Key features within certain boundaries are represented (mainly with symbols) 
• Distances between objects are drawn to scale 
• Positions of objects are a bird’s eye view. 

 
Plans: 

• Key features within certain boundaries are drawn to scale 
• Distances between objects are drawn to scale 
• Positions of objects are a bird’s eye view, showing orientation. 

 
For further related information see First Steps in Mathematics: Space: 

• Chapter 3: Represent location  
o Key understanding 3: Plans show the placement and relative size of things from 

a top view p.38. 
o Background notes: Maps and plans p.53. 

 
Rigby Harcourt Education, Australia 
© Department of Education and Training Western Australia 2005  
 
Western Australian Curriculum 

• Year 4 – Use simple scales, legends and directions to interpret information contained 
in basic maps (ACMMG090). 

 
For more information visit the Western Australian Curriculum. 
 
Learning experiences and activities 

• Collect a variety of plans from the local community. Discuss the relative scale of the 
real features compared to the images on the plans. Examine pathways between the 
features. 

• Ask students to measure and compare the doors, windows and pathways on the 
school evacuation plan with the real features using standard and non-standard units.  

• Make a plan of the classroom. Measure classroom objects using a one metre rule. 
Representing each metre with a one centimetre cube, students recreate a model of 
the classroom. Discuss the scale. Extend the activity by using one centimetre grid 
paper to create a plan of the classroom.  

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/3.0/au/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/3.0/au/
http://ecm.det.wa.edu.au/connect/resolver/view/DETK102080/latest/FSM_Space/FSM_Space_ch3.pdf#page=30
http://ecm.det.wa.edu.au/connect/resolver/view/DETK102080/latest/FSM_Space/FSM_Space_ch3.pdf#page=45
http://k10outline.scsa.wa.edu.au/home/p-10-curriculum/curriculum-browser
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For further ideas for activities see First Steps in Mathematics: Space: 

• School buildings p. 41 
• Aerial view p. 42 

• Classroom plans p. 43 

 
 
Question 1 

 
 
Skill: Students use a simple scale.  
Answer key: B 
 
Additional questions 

1. What is the direction of the volcano from the mountain? How did you know? 
2. What feature is west of the forest? 
3. Which direction is the pier from the cabin? 
4. Which is further from the cabin - the mountain or the volcano? How did you work this 

out? 
5. Jack walked from the volcano to the mountain and then to the forest. About how far 

did Jack walk?  

http://ecm.det.wa.edu.au/connect/resolver/view/DETK102080/latest/FSM_Space/FSM_Space_ch3.pdf#page=33
http://ecm.det.wa.edu.au/connect/resolver/view/DETK102080/latest/FSM_Space/FSM_Space_ch3.pdf#page=34
http://ecm.det.wa.edu.au/connect/resolver/view/DETK102080/latestFSM_Space/FSM_Space_ch3.pdf#page=35
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Question 2 

 
 
Skill: Students interpret and follow directional language. 
Answer key: A 
 
Additional questions 

1. What site is south of the Old Mine Site? 
2. Holly walks from the Blue Lake to the farm and then to the forest. Describe the 

directions she walked in. 
3. About how far did she walk? How did you work it out? 
4. Give directions to a partner to go from Blue Lake to the Caravan Park. 
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Question 3 

 
 
Skill: Students use a whole-number scale to estimate distance on a map. 
Answer key: B 
 
Additional questions 

1. What is the direction of the shop from the tree? How did you know? 
2. Jay walks from the Change Rooms to the Playground. He then walks to the Tree to 

have his lunch.  
a)  In what directions did Jay walk? 
b)  About how far did Jay walk? 

3. About how long is the pool? How did you work it out?  
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Question 4 

 
 
Skill: Students use a simple scale and key directions on informal maps. 
Answer key: 16; D 
 
Additional questions 

1. What is east of the Garden? 
2. What is west of the Car Park? 
3. South of the Main school building?  
4. What building is south-east of the Classrooms?  
5. Use the scale to calculate the distance from the hall to the canteen. How did you work 

it out? 
 
 
Curriculum references 
Department of Education and Training Western Australia 2005, First Steps in Mathematics: 
Space: 

• Chapter 3: Represent location: 
o Key understanding 3: Plans show the placement and relative size of things from 

a top view p.38. 
o Background notes: Maps and plans p.53. 

 

http://ecm.det.wa.edu.au/connect/resolver/view/DETK102080/latest/FSM_Space/FSM_Space_ch3.pdf#page=30
http://ecm.det.wa.edu.au/connect/resolver/view/DETK102080/latest/FSM_Space/FSM_Space_ch3.pdf#page=45
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Student worksheet 
Focus 
Using scale on maps and plans 
 
 
Question 1 

  
Question 2 
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Background information/teaching focus 
Students should learn to use a wide range of spatial words in their own descriptions and 
explanations - round, bent, straight, curved, pointy, flat, intersection, perpendicular, circular, 
triangular, side, edge, face, vertices. The shift to conventional terms should occur as they 
hear them used in context by others. If students do not have a name for a particular shape or 
property, then it may be that they do not think of that shape or property as an important 
feature of the things they observe. It would then be helpful for teachers to draw students’ 
attention to these features by using appropriate language in context.  
 
Without being unduly technical, teachers should model correct spatial language in contexts 
that make the meanings clear. Students should then be assisted and increasingly expected to 
use the language for themselves, practising describing the spatial features of objects and 
surroundings in situations where there is some purpose for doing so. 
 
For further related information see First Steps in Mathematics: Space: 

• Chapter 6: Reason geometrically  
o Key understanding 3: There are special words, phrases and symbols that help us 

to think about and describe the shape and structure of things. p.182 
 
Rigby Harcourt Education, Australia 
© Department of Education and Training Western Australia 2005  
 
Western Australian Curriculum 

• Year 2 – Describe the features of three-dimensional objects (ACMMG043). 
• Year 3 – Make models of three-dimensional objects and describe key features 

(ACMMG063). 
 
For more information visit the Western Australian Curriculum. 
 
Learning experiences and activities 

• Attach a shape on a large piece of paper and ask students to call out all words to 
describe the shape, teacher charts the words. Variations of the shape may be a 
pattern block or an object such as different shaped chocolate boxes.  

• Feely box – One student is chosen to describe, using geometric terms, an object 
hidden inside a bag. Other students try and guess the object being described. They 
can also draw the object being described. It is important to discuss the accuracy of 
the observations, the mathematical language used and the effectiveness of the 
descriptions. 

• Barrier games – In pairs, students take turns building and describing the selection 
and placement of 3D objects to their partner from behind a barrier.  

• Celebrity heads – Three students sit at the front with a picture of a geometric shape 
attached to their hat. The students take turns to ask the rest of the class yes or no 
questions in order to establish identify features to determine their mystery shape. 

 

Understanding and using geometric language 

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/3.0/au/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/3.0/au/
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For further ideas for activities see First Steps in Mathematics: Space: 
• Spatial language p.184 
• Riddles p.186 
• Barrier game p.187 

• Pick an object p.186 
• Feely bag p.186 

 
 
Question 1 

 
 
Skill: Students visualise familiar 3D objects. 
Answer key: 6 
 
Additional questions 

1. How many faces would a cylinder have? square pyramid? rectangular prism? 
2. Lena said that her cube has seven vertices. This is not correct. Why is Lena wrong? 
3. How many edges does Alex’s cube have? 

http://ecm.det.wa.edu.au/connect/resolver/view/DETK102080/latest/FSM_Space/FSM_Space_ch6.pdf#page=30
http://ecm.det.wa.edu.au/connect/resolver/view/DETK102080/latest/FSM_Space/FSM_Space_ch6.pdf#page=32
http://ecm.det.wa.edu.au/connect/resolver/view/DETK102080/latest/FSM_Space/FSM_Space_ch6.pdf#page=33
http://ecm.det.wa.edu.au/connect/resolver/view/DETK102080/latest/FSM_Space/FSM_Space_ch6.pdf#page=32
http://ecm.det.wa.edu.au/connect/resolver/view/DETK102080/latest/FSM_Space/FSM_Space_ch6.pdf#page=32
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Question 2 

 
 
Skill: Students visualise the number of edges and faces of familiar 3D objects. 
Answer key: A 
 
Additional questions 

1. Which two shapes have two or more flat faces? 
2. How many shapes have a curved surface? 
3. Which shape has two edges? 
4. Which shape has no edges? 
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Question 3 

 
 
Skill: Students distinguish between a 3D object and its face. 
Answer key: A 
 
Additional questions 

1. How many faces does a square prism have? 
2. How many faces does a rectangular prism have? 
3. How are square prisms and rectangle prisms different? 
4. List three things that are the same for a rectangular prism and a cube. 
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Question 4 

 
 
Skill: Students identify differences between 2D shapes and 3D objects. 
Answer key: Any response that makes reference to the tissue box being a three 
dimensional object.  
 
Additional questions 

1. How many faces does the tissue box have? 
2. How many edges does the tissue box have? 
3. How many vertices does the tissue box have? 
4. Draw the shapes that make up all the sides of the tissue box. 
5. Find a real tissue box and cut it so that it is all in one piece but can be laid flat. This 

will show the net of the box. Draw the net. 
6. Try drawing the net in a different way. Test to see if it works by trying to fold it into a 

box. 
 
 
Curriculum reference 
Department of Education and Training Western Australia 2005, First Steps in Mathematics: 
Space: 

• Chapter 6: Reason geometrically: 
o Key understanding 3: There are special words, phrases and symbols that help us 

to think about and describe the shape and structure of things. 
 
 

http://ecm.det.wa.edu.au/connect/resolver/view/DETK102080/latest/FSM_Space/FSM_Space_ch6.pdf#page=28
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Student worksheet 
Focus 
Understanding and using geometric language 
 

Question 1  Question 3 
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Question 4 
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